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Naturetech Infra's Most Innovative Smart AC Solar Microgrid  

Features of our Smart AC Solar Microgrid: 

 24 hours Electricity Supply to villages (Size: anything upwards of 25-30 households) 

 Villagers can plug in their household items like Fan, TV, music system etc. apart from having  

basic utilities like bright & clean lighting and mobile charging anytime, depending on their 

need and as much they require in line with their monthly energy budget 

 On Demand Electricity (be it a marriage, or any other function in home, no more 

embarrassment for being in dark) 

 Productive load like electric stitching machine, small grinding machine, computer etc. can be 

operated (Empowering rural communities to earn more and make a better living) 

 Smart Prepaid Metering and our prepaid meters can’t be bypassed (no more collection 

hassles) 

 Completely underground Power Distribution (no more stealing of power) 

 Ultra Low Land Requirement (for the first time in India) for installation of Solar Panels and 

Battery Bank 

 Provision for increasing Power Generation Capacity in line with increase in power demand of 

the village (No more Living with Low Capacity Utilisation) 

 Provision for grid connectivity, in case main grid is extended to the village, so that the 

distribution grid in the village need not be duplicated by the Electricity Board/Distribution 

Licensee (No more fear for winding up of operation or Sunk Cost in Distribution Network) 

This Innovative Facility is Built at a Cost far lower than any other Smart AC Solar 

Microgrid running in India or elsewhere in the World 

Naturetech Infra’s first smart solar microgrid is now up and running in a village in Dist. Sitapur of 

Uttar Pradesh, India. 

Naturetech Infra is an Innovative Social Enterprise in the business of supply of electricity in rural UP 

by tapping Solar Energy most cost effectively for the benefit of households, micro enterprises, 

Educational and Financial Institutions, Commercial Establishments etc. suffering from energy scarcity 

in rural UP.  Our model of rural electrification is most robust, highly sustainable, scalable & reliable 

and can be replicated anywhere in India or outside India. 

For business enquiries or for extending support to us, kindly contact: Mr. Shyam Patra, Founder, 

Naturetech Infra, Mob: +91 8726 491 579, E-mail: naturetechinfra@gmail.com, homepage: 

www.naturetechinfra.com 
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